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ABSTRACT
The convergence of various multimedia communications that includes voice, video and data presents many opportunities for enabling unified communication but paradoxically leads to inefficiencies for the user as the communication may become complex. Model driven technologies such as the Communication Virtual Machine (CVM) propose to reduce such complexity through the use of models to define a user's communication needs. The CVM was extended to utilize multiple common-off-the-self (COTS) communication APIs such as Skype and Smack which we refer to as communication frameworks, to promote service and network independence. However, the user's current priorities and context play no role in the use and configuration of these frameworks.

In this paper we introduce the notion of policy driven self-configuration into the CVM, where high level user policies play a major role in the self-configuration decisions. We show the results of a feature analysis of the domain which guided the policy definition process. We also provide a design of the policy driven self-configuring architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Unified communication, an amalgamation that includes video, voice and data, provides opportunities for customized communication. This unified communication can paradoxically lead to inefficiencies [12] for the user as the communication may become more complex. Additional complexity is introduced when the users have to manage each new method of communication between parties. Work has begun to address this complex issue with user-centric [12] technologies such as the Communication Virtual Machine (CVM). CVM is a model driven development (MDD) paradigm for the realization of communication intensive application models defined using a Communication Modeling Language (CML).
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To further reduce the complexity of developing and using communication intensive application, Allen et al. [1] proposed an architecture for the self configuration of multiple communication frameworks to provide low-level networking support for the Network Communication Broker (NCB), the layer of CVM that provides a network independent API. Communication frameworks, such as Skype [15] and GoogleTalk [5], are commodity-off-the-shelf (COTS) communication APIs that have been made publicly available by their respective companies. They provide a framework for the development of more sophisticated communication services by third parties. Using this architecture, the CVM would select the most appropriate framework to provide the required communication service for the group of users involved in the communication.

To enhance the user-centric behaviour of NCB, a user's current context and priorities should be included in the selection of an appropriate communication framework. Self configuration of communication frameworks in CVM should therefore be directed by high-level user policies, which would possibly express preferences, constraints and conditions for their use. This policy driven self-configuration of the frameworks and services would guide at runtime the realization of communication models at the lowest level of CVM. It would also support decision processes such as switching frameworks in the event that a framework can not satisfy a new request from the user or a framework or its service becomes unavailable. This would require the extension of the architecture and its implementation to support policy driven self-configuration. The major contributions of this paper are the following:

1. A Feature analysis of available communication frameworks
2. Definition of the structure of user-centric communication (UCC) policy
3. Conceptual design of a policy driven user-centric communication layer

In Section 2 we provide background on the main concepts including the CVM technology. Our analysis of the UCC domain is given in Section 3, while in Section 4 we discuss our current work on policy driven self-configuration. Section 5 presents our prototype policy designer, related work in Section 6 and we conclude in Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND
In this section we provide overviews of self-configuration in Autonomic Computing and user-centric communication
as well as introduce the Communication Virtual Machine (CVM).

2.1 Self-Configuration

Autonomic Computing (AC), which addresses the problems associated with the increasing complexity of computing systems as well as the evolving nature of software, is the ability of computing systems to manage themselves and adapt to changes in accordance with business policies and objectives [7, 10]. The essence of autonomic computing systems is self-management and it is derived from a combination of four broad capabilities: self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing, and self-protecting.

Self-Configuration refers to the ability of a system to obtain its configuration parameters and initialize itself in order to provide the expected services. Self-Configuration techniques can be viewed as either Initial Configuration, methods for specifying initial configuration requirements or Dynamic Configuration, methods for specifying reconfiguration based on given states [3]. For autonomic systems, self-configuration encompasses the initial configuration of a system as well as dynamic, reactive changes throughout its operational life. Policies are often used to guide these configuration transitions.

A policy is a set of considerations designed to guide decisions on courses of action, as such policies are rules that define the choices in the behavior of a system [13]. While there is still debate surrounding the classification of policies, the existence of the goal and action policy types are generally accepted. Goal policies specify a desired state or criteria that characterize a set of desired states, where any member of this set is equally acceptable[11]. An example of such a set would be “Use communication framework that supports audio streaming and video streaming”. This set would contain communication frameworks that support audio and video streaming such as Skype [15], GoogleTalk [5] and NCBNative. Any member of this set would satisfy the stated goal. Action policies specify the action to be taken when the system is currently in a given state [11]. An example of this would be “If system bandwidth is below 40 percent, replace video streaming with remote user’s avatar”. The system state of bandwidth less than 40 percent should cause the removal of video streaming.

2.2 User-Centric Communication

The convergence of various multimedia communications that includes voice, video and data presents many opportunities for enabling unified communication. There are however challenges presented by this model of communication as the user may be less effective if the interaction with the communication becomes unnatural. Interaction can be viewed as any mutual, reciprocal exchange between people, technologies and processes [12]. Interaction becomes unnatural as the context and priority of the communication will change according to the specific domain (healthcare, disaster management). Additionally each new communication channel and application increases the complexity as it introduces a new way of contacting others. Complexity can hinder rather than enhance communication [12] with the user having the responsibility for managing their communication and adapting them as needed. To be user-centric requires knowledge of the actual ‘context’ of a user. A context defines a certain relationship of a human being to a particular number of objects of its communication space at a fixed moment of time [16]. The user-centric communication approach is about matching the communication resources with the individual’s needs in the context of the specific domain and adapting accordingly, reducing the complexity to the user.

2.3 Communication Virtual Machine

Deng et al. [4] developed the notion of the Communication Virtual Machine (CVM) which enables the realization of models defined using a Communication Modeling Language (CML). CVM has a layered architecture and lies between the communication network and the user (or application). Figure 1 shows the layered architecture of the CVM. The key components of the CVM are: User Communication Interface (UCI) - which provides a modeling environment for users to specify their communication requirements using CML; Synthesis Engine (SE) - which contains a set of algorithms responsible for (1) automatically synthesizing the user schema instance to an executable communication control script, and (2) negotiating the schema instances with other participants in the communication; User-centric Communication Middleware (UCM) - which executes the communication control script and coordinates the delivery of communication services to users; and Network Communication Broker (NCB) - which provides a network independent API to the UCM that masks the heterogeneity and complexities of the underlying network.

3. UCC DOMAIN ANALYSIS

To define policies for guiding user-centric communication, a detailed domain analysis needs to be performed to extract the essential “characteristics” of the communication domain. Feature Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) [9] provides a systematic approach to address this problem. As a method for discovering and representing commonalities among related software systems, the primary focus of FODA is the identification of prominent or distinctive features of software systems in a domain [9]. It leads to the creation of a set of products that define the domain in terms of its mandatory, optional and alternative characteristics of related systems. In this section we present our survey of existing communication frameworks, and use the result of the survey to define the domain of user-centric communications via the FODA methodology, the result of which is used as the basis for designing user-centric communication policies.
Successful FODA practices builds on understandings of both the common aspects, as well as differences of related systems in a targeted domain. This requires a detailed survey of existing systems to capture the commonalities and variabilities as comprehensively as possible. In a previous paper [1], we had surveyed three communication frameworks with respect to each one's supporting features. The small coverage of surveyed systems hinders the usefulness of this method. To extend our sample set to yield more meaningful results, we have chosen a wider and more representative set of communication frameworks that are currently popularly used in industry. Moreover, we incorporated more distinguishing features of these frameworks, such as message archiving and importing contact list. Figure 2 shows the result of our extended survey.

In this table, a 1 indicates this feature is present while a 0 indicates an absence. Entries with a 1* show that the feature comes with costs, R shows the feature has restrictions. Besides the basic features of communication services such as contact list and chat, which all frameworks support, we incorporated additional features that are of potential interest to the user. The additional features provide a rich set of fine grained properties that complement basic features in various aspects. Although they are not essential in delivering basic communication services, they bring more variabilities of the systems that could affect their potential usage. We present the feature analysis on this surveyed group in section 3.2.

### 3.1 Survey of Communication Frameworks

In this subsection, we present the application of FODA method to the user-centric communication domain. We focus on domain modeling for the purpose of this study, which is an important phase of FODA that defines the problems within the domain addressed by software. The domain models describe elements of systems in a given domain from the point of view of the “problem space” [9]. Important artifacts of domain modeling is the feature model.

Features are the attributes of the system that directly affects the end-users. The feature model of the framework gives us a logical grouping of the features of systems in the domain that are of interest. Figure 3 shows the feature diagram resulting from feature modeling. We focus on user-centric communication applications as our interested family of systems. It includes several mandatory features graphically denoted by solid circles above or beside the feature name, as in contact list (top right feature in Figure 3), and optional features denoted by empty circles, as in file transfer (second left feature in Figure 3).

Additional features are connected by an empty arc, showing one and only one of the sub features must be present, while a filled arc connecting features denote or-features, meaning you can have one or several of such features. For instance, user-centric communications could have chat, or audio, or video, or any combination of them, but a PC2Phone is either free or at a cost. Each top feature of user-centric communications, which we call the main features, have their own sub features, either optional or mandatory, representing properties of the main features. The hierarchical structure goes down until we do not have further properties to be captured. The feature diagram is extensible as we refine and iterate the FODA process in the future.

Feature analysis helps us to capture the domain model in terms of the various characteristics or considerations of the domain, which will be used as the basis for designing policies that will guide how such “considerations” are satisfied by means of self-configuration. We will explain details of user-centric communication policies in the next subsection.

### 3.2 Analysis of Communication Framework

In this subsection, we present the application of FODA method to the user-centric communication domain. We focus on domain modeling for the purpose of this study, which is an important phase of FODA that defines the problems within the domain addressed by software. The domain models describe elements of systems in a given domain from the point of view of the “problem space” [9]. Important artifacts of domain modeling is the feature model.

Features are the attributes of the system that directly affects the end-users. The feature model of the framework gives us a logical grouping of the features of systems in the domain that are of interest. Figure 3 shows the feature diagram resulting from feature modeling. We focus on user-centric communication applications as our interested family of systems. It includes several mandatory features graphically denoted by solid circles above or beside the feature name, as in contact list (top right feature in Figure 3), and optional features denoted by empty circles, as in file transfer (second left feature in Figure 3).

Alternative features are connected by an empty arc, showing one and only one of the sub features must be present, while a filled arc connecting features denote or-features, meaning you can have one or several of such features. For instance, user-centric communications could have chat, or audio, or video, or any combination of them, but a PC2Phone is either free or at a cost. Each top feature of user-centric communications, which we call the main features, have their own sub features, either optional or mandatory, representing properties of the main features. The hierarchical structure goes down until we do not have further properties to be captured. The feature diagram is extensible as we refine and iterate the FODA process in the future.

Feature analysis helps us to capture the domain model in terms of the various characteristics or considerations of the domain, which will be used as the basis for designing policies that will guide how such “considerations” are satisfied by means of self-configuration. We will explain details of user-centric communication policies in the next subsection.
Policies discussed in Section 3.3: and the need to express the range of user-centric communication domain based on the results of our feature analysis. We extended these elements to the collaborative communication and the application of such policies.

4. POLICY DRIVEN SELF-CONFIGURATION

We present our work on policy definition for user-centric communication and the application of such policies.

4.1 Communication Policy Definition

There are four common elements identified when studying the various policy standards [8]:

- Scope: what is or is not the subject of the policy
- Condition: when a policy is to be applied
- Business value: the relative priority of a policy, allows a system to make economic trade-offs
- Decision: the observable behavior or desired outcome of a policy

We extended these elements to the collaborative communication domain based on the results of our feature analysis and the need to express the range of user-centric communication policies discussed in Section 3.3:

- Scope: the subject of the policy, in our design it defines the management operation to be performed on the specified communication component. The XML representation of the scope, as shown in Figure 5, consist of: service - the applicable communication component, and operation - the intended management action.
- Condition represents the trigger for the consideration of the policy represented as: medium - the carrier of the intended information to be communicated, and operation - the action to be performed on the proposed medium.
- Business value prioritizes conflicting polices and is represented by: businessGroup - the associated grouping for the specific policy, and value - a numeric value that represents the policy’s priority in the group.
- Decision defines the policy’s desired outcome and expected behavior of the communication. This is represented as: mediumAttribute - the property of the medium that is to be focused on, connectID - optionally specify a connection to be targeted, and either maxVal and/or minVal - a set of parameters that state the acceptable range for the specified attribute.

4.2 Conceptual Design

Figure 6 shows the conceptual view of the evaluation process. The domain specific nature of CVM assures us of a much more narrow focus in terms of features and attributes. With that in mind, our evaluation process uses a lightweight policy decision mechanism at its core as detailed in [1]. The policy authoring tool, an instance of which is our simplified designer (see Section 5), creates policies that will guide the management of the communication resources. These policies are stored in the policy repository (left in Figure 6).

As shown in Figure 6, an incoming user’s request for service is first handled by the request decomposition component. A request is decomposed into the feature, sub-features and attributes to be evaluated. This process also identifies the target of the request which will aid in the lookup and selection of the relevant policies. The policy evaluator takes this decomposed set along with the returned set of relevant policies and the current state of the targeted resource to produce a set of configuration commands as its decision. These commands are passed to the touchpoint manager.

The touchpoint manager (right side in Figure 6) is responsible for the low-level management of the communication resources, these resources are the communication frameworks as well as the specific services offered by the frameworks. The touchpoint manager will also generate reactive requests, request generated due to out-of-band states, which are evaluated in a similar manner as the user’s request.

4.3 Applying Communication Policies

As stated in section 2.3, CVM utilizes the model driven approach for the creation and the realization of collaborative communication. User-centric communication policies provide a way to introduce user specific high level goals to
guide this realization process. We now present a communication scenario that details how this is achieved.

**Scenario:** There is a collaborative conference call between two members of a project group, Paola and Mansi. The two-way conference utilizes the PC-to-PC audio feature. After some discussion the group need to bring another person, Yali, into the conference via PC-to-Phone. The user-centric communication policies defined for the CVM are:

- **P1:** \( S: \text{con} \ C: \text{any} \ D: \text{cUsers<=fUsers} \)
- **P2:** \( S: \text{con} \ C: \text{PC2Ph} \ D: \text{useByDef NCBNative} \)

Where \( S: \text{Scope} \), \( C: \text{condition} \), \( D: \text{decision} \). **P1**, a goal policy, states that for any type of request (for example audio or video) the frameworks considered should support the number of users in the connection. We effect this goal by creating a set of candidate frameworks. **P2**, an action policy, states that for a specific type of request (PC2Phone) the default framework should be NCBNative. In this scenario, NCBNative is our most cost effective framework for fixed line calls.

**Realization of Communication:** A communication model is created for a two-way video conference and goes through a series of transformations that results in API calls to the NCB. The interested reader can see [17, 14] for the details of the model creation and transformation processes. There are four supporting communication frameworks used in the prototype which include: Skype, supporting five users for audio; NCBNative, supporting unlimited users for audio; JML, no audio support; and GoogleTalk, supporting two users for audio. We assume that Mansi and Yali are all in Paola’s contact list for each communication provider. NCB receives this series of request for the realization of a two-way communication as follows, with Paola as the initiator:

- **createSession** (conID)
- **addParty** (conID, "Mansi")
- **sendMedia** (conID, "audio")

The three user requests are queued and serviced in order by the request decomposition component. The **createSession** request is to create and map a session in this layer of the CVM to the upper layer’s connection identifier conID.

The **addParty** call provides connection and remote users identification and is decomposed as such. Connection is identified as the scope (targeted concern) and so policies **P1** and **P2** are retrieved from the policy repository by the request evaluation component, see Figure 6. Policy **P2** specifically targets connections which requested PC2Phone feature, however we have not yet added that feature to the connection so this policy would not be relevant at this time. Using policy **P1** the connection’s count of users is evaluated against the possible candidate frameworks retrieved by the request evaluation component from the touchpoint manager. This results in a candidate set whose members all satisfy policy **P1**.

The **sendMedia** call adds the audio feature to the connection and policy **P1** is needed to guide the decisions for this request. The candidate set is further reduced to those that support the "audio" feature with at least two users, since JML does not satisfy this requirement it is no longer included in the set. From the resulting candidate set the first member of the set, Skype, is chosen and the communication realized using that communication framework.

When the communication model changes to a three-way audio conference with the addition of the fixed line call, it results in another set of **addParty** and **sendMedia** calls being generated. The **sendMedia** call is decomposed as the target connection with features "audio" and "PC2Phone". Policy **P2** is evaluated resulting in a third analysis of the candidate set. Since NCBNative is included in the candidate set the decision is passed to the touchpoint manager to use NCBNative as the communication framework. The touchpoint manager is responsible for safely switching the communication framework from its current framework of Skype to the new framework, NCBNative.

### 5. A SIMPLIFIED POLICY DESIGNER

Figure 7 shows the current implementation of the policy designer prototype. It allows users to define the various characteristics of the communication that he wants to incorporate, in terms of “optional”, ”required” and “do not care” features. These features are the expected characteristics of the system that the policy evaluator would enforce when self-configuring the underlying communication framework. Due to the hierarchical nature of features, the required subfeatures of a main feature also need to be specified. Note that currently, the policy designer is only able to generate goal policies that define the expected features of system behaviors. When action policies and other more complex types of policies are put into consideration, the policy designer could be extended correspondingly, while the architecture for policy evaluation and self-configuration remains.

When the administrator is done with selection of the fea-
tures and the "Generate Policy" button is pressed, the policy designer generates policies in the form of XML documents and store them in the local policy repository. At runtime, these goal policies would be transformed to action policies that will guide system behaviors via self-configuration.

6. RELATED WORK
Self-configuration based upon policies to eliminate labor-intensive processes performed by experts has been in existence for decades. However, most of these configuration tasks are limited to network level configuration management. In Boutaba et al [2], they proposed SELFCON as an architecture for self-configuration of networks, in which configuration policies are defined for easing the management of network elements and maintenance of relationships among network components during network operation, as opposed to our focus of user-centric communication, which deals with associating and adapting available communication resources with a user’s communication needs in the context of a specific domain.

In the realm of user-centric communication policies, some initial work has been proposed. In Gorton [6], users could set up their personal preferences and policies for controlling their communication services. For instance, a personal policy could define key controls of service delivery including the service access control, post-paid spending limits, device or network access impact on services. Their work differs from ours in two ways: (1) the scope of the policy: while their policies allow control over the who, what, where, when and how much of service delivery, our policies focuses more on the configuration of communication resources to best support users’ services and (2) they lack a formal representation of the policy, while our policy definition is based on a FODA approach with an XML definition.

In [1], an initial idea for self-configuring user-centric communication services was presented. However, the policies are defined in an ad-hoc manner, with no systematic process to help identify the essential characteristics of the domain that policies are based on. We complement that work by using the FODA approach to capture the various characteristics of the domain that form the basis for policy definition, and a simplified GUI policy authoring tool for producing XML policies based on the definition.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have extended the self-configuration capabilities of the CVM by introducing user-centric policies that guide its autonomic behaviour. These user-centric policies provide a way for users to state preferences and concerns that influence service provisioning. We presented the results of our survey of popular communication frameworks and the feature analysis of the user-centric communication domain which guided our policy definition. We also presented a design of the NCB that highlights the policy driven self-configuration and described a communication scenario that uses the prototype of the NCB. Our future work involves extending user-centric policy definition to represent other autonomic features such as self-healing and self-optimization. Additionally we will be evaluating the efficacy of the design with respect to performance and configuration effort.
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